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+mmI~ti IN IV~AT PRODUCTION STUDIES. :I 56, 
. _’ - 

: Profe,ssor C.P. McMeekan, Canterbury.A,ricultural College. 

: 
Unti1.recen.t years’ little attention has been directed in 

New],Zealand to ,objec~tive.experimentation in meatpmductionti Indeed 
very little'res,earch of any-kind has been carried out in this, 
field. With an increasing number of workers becoming concerned 
with-research involving meat producing animals as well as.with:: 
;&eat productr‘& i%s'olf,thc. t;,re L;ec .is opportune to at),&@t at least 
SO'lU ?E: reo Of tlr:ani'd.ty oh 'the pr'incip1e.s which should '-:overn 

'. r 

&Bat the observa&lohs-kn *&3* &per ~r~S~a~~~~~~~,oYrds, this ‘Xl’ ch studies.It '3 ~-it t .~t 0’3 'ect op 

. At the~.outset it should be understood that the viiwa of. 
the writer on. technique aspects, of meat.productibn are condition- 
ed to an important ‘degree by what may.be termed the 'growth 
approach' to animal production [Hammond - 1932)b It is well y 
established, that the 'characters ,pon which the value of any meat 
animal depends are fundamentally the result .of differential 
growth and development changes occurring within the body. Differ- 
ences in rate, order and‘extent'of development of particular 
parts and particular tiesues,are responsible for the differences 
in'form, in anatomical?.histological and chemical composition 

_ 

and,structure of individual animals,; of animals of different. 
weights; breeds and even of different species, Furthermore, 
hereditary and environmental influence,s.exert their effect upon, 
the,animal body by controlling and modifying rdiffer,entially the, ’ 
growth gradient mechanism (McMeekan 7 194Oi41)., ~ .) 

This philosophy conditions technique more particularly ., 
through its influence upon methods' of measurement-of treatment,.', ‘. 
effects and upon certain aspects of-design* 

i 

Meat production research may proceed along two main ':: 
r 

. . 
linosi- by the,use of the survey technique and by objective ex-. 
perimentation.. The former involves the,:bollection and statistical 
analysis of mass data of,a‘.relative'ly coarse type. It has its 
most important function iri pointing.to profittible lines of.object- 
ive research. .It is specially suited f,or defining the.'existing' 
status of meat production in respect of the many factors such as 
breed, cross, district, climate, nutrition and management methods 
contributing .$o,,its.efficiency. " Under special conditions, it may 
have limited use, inevaluating the influence of specific+factors, 
affecting production (Palsson - 1940; HirzeIl.- 1939;. and Bonsma - 
1939 for sheep,, Hammond and Murray - 1937;.McMeekan - 1937 for 
pigs),. In general terms, however;' it is unsuited for any precise 
evaluation of individual factor influence This is the function, 
of the'objective experiment where all variables' other than those 
.under:investigationare controlled, and where more precise mea- 
sures of ‘effects can ,be .employedr . . 

,I 

Detailed considerations o.f.technique a,re.?conveniently 
approachedsfrom the three main angles of:-. 

(1’) -Methods 'of'measursment: : 
-, (2) Experimental material, 

',. (3)"Bxperimental design, 

A. METHODS OF MEASUREMENT: -“. ..;’ 

In both genertil linesof attack+ methods, of.measurement 
are of primary importance, in consequence of which muc,h effort has 
been devoted of recent ycrrrs'to investigating and establishing : ., 
suitable- techniques, It should not- be necessary to emphasise 
that any critical work on meat production must be carried to the 
post slaughter stage, The animal as ‘-1 whole is the resultant of 
differential growth of it s constituent parts’. .Its value for meat’ 
‘purposes in’ any market. depends basically upon’ the proportion of 
,the various parts of the carcase ,and upon its relative ,comps .ition 
in terms of bonea, muscl,e, fat -and offals, so that effective 
measurements of these charac.ters is essential for comparison with' .’ 
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standards obtainable from specifio markets (Davidson et al -.1936;. 
McMeekan A 1939 ) , 

This may be achieved by ‘darcase measurements by the use 
of sample joints or by complete anatomic’al dissection.‘In addition, 
photographic methods have a supplementary.value. 

Carcase measurements of an arbitary type have long been 
employed as a ,logical means.of objectively describing body form. 
Palsson (1940) for sheep,and McMee’kan (194l)‘for pigs have justi- 
fied their use on quantitative grounds-, demonstrating their use- 
fulness ‘as indices of carcase composition. In both species high 
correlations of, the order of r = + 0.75 to. r = + 0.96 have been 
shown .to exist between certainappropriate internal and external 
measurements and the total weight of bone., muscle and fat in the 
carcases of ‘lambs, hoggets and bacon pigs., ‘Regression equations 
permitting the calculation .of the. weight of the major tissues. 
h,ave’ been developed .in the case of measurements. showing highest 
correlations with particular tl.ssues: For example the total 
weight of muscle in the bacon pig may be. calculated from the 
formula Y = 189 X - 10180 grams where Y - total muscle and X’= the 
length’ plus the depth in millimetres. of the longissimus dorsi 
measured at the loin region. In this’ way over forty. differ& 
body measurements have been evaluated-in ‘the two species, Concen- 
tration’ on, measurements thus shown to have ‘a quantitative basis, 
is. suggested in comparative slaughter work’relying upon the b 
carcase measurement method of evaluating. results.. Indeed, pro- ‘. 
vided these quantitative measurements are employed there .is 1,ittle 
need to go. past’ this.-technique for most classes of ‘tiork.. 

- 
%arcas,e measurements are <the only ‘criteria. that :‘can be 

employed with the survey method, when data. more. critical than Lmss 
.grading results are required. It should,be emphasised here that 
linear,,measurements on the external surface of the body are reli- 
able, guides to skeletal. dbvelopment only, Carcase measurement’s 
aiming at. providing indices of musole and fat tissues must be 
obtained from a cross 

: the carcase. 
section surface’ and there’fore involve ,cutting 

This is unavoidable. Bor more. critical work,, the 
technique of employing sample joint s which may -be convenie’n tly 
dissected into their constituent parts in the laboratory, has 
many advantages, The leg and the ,101~ joints have .been established 
in both’pigs and sheep as specially suited for ,this purpose,, IhaIr, 
boundaries may be fixed- by retell defined skeletal points so that 
sampling errors are reduced to a minimum; they provide a picture 
of the most valuable part of the animal; the loin; as the.latest 
developing region of the .carcase, provi.des, a’ picture.of carcase 
strengths and weaknesses; the. leg bones and muscles provide ,oppor- 
tunity for the study of differential growth phenomena’~within,~as 
well as between, tissues; while the cq:nposition of these two 
joints together or separately provides. an accurate index ,of ,the - 
ctm,p?4;!.+j,on of the whole ;mimal.., Correlation co-eff’icients closely 
approaom.unitycf tne ‘order of r=s+C..i94 to ‘.F+ Oi9.?.$;2s,t between,L 
bent,. ltitiscle and fat of ‘those joints &nd the. tot&l. weight of these 
tissues, 
estimation 

Regression functions developed for the purpose permit 
of carcase composition with a high degree ,of accuracy 

(McMeekan - 1940/41 for’pigs; Palsson - 1940 for sheep), ‘) 

.It is very important to emphasise at this point that 
‘while the principle’s involved here ‘Are well established the pre- 
cise mcthemtitical relationships obtAned .will..not neces;arily 
apply to animal populations other thLn those from whZch they have 
been derived. Comparable foundation work’ is required for each 
population worked with.. : 

Hammond h:,s been responsible for developing the complete 
dissection technique,in which the.animal is dissected in the labor- 
atory into its constituent anlitomicc.1 units” The method is ex- 
tremely laborious and co.stly, 
labour, 

involving a l’arge amount of skilled 
Its usefulness i,s’ confined to the ‘most critical types Of 

work; to fundamental ,experiments aiming at the enunciation of 
.pr inciple s ; to foundation expcriment,s aimed at justifying, for 
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example, the basis .of m&sur~nent ,nd.’ s~!zile joint technique 
,men tidne d above:, _’ -The’ method is the modern equivalent’of the, com- 
plete chemical analysis technique of Lavres and Gilbert (l858) ,and 
the rough ‘butcher’ dissection of American’workers. Chemical 
analysis 
(McMeekan 

of ,carcsses has l’ittie relationship to meat ‘quality 
r 1940/41) ; while ‘butcher’ 

critical ..vrork. 
dissection is too rough for 

.Cullow and .his’ -co$+rkers (1935/40 ) have shown 
that adequate chemiqal .-dtita c._m be ‘obtained. from suitable sampling 

,methods.. The se. provide ‘vz,luzble su’pple’ment ary information to, the 
anatqmid21 side, As @Art of any dissection .technique, useful 
hi,stological data .re’lxt ive to tenderness ,’ and cooking, quality 
should be obtained’, Complete description of. the technique is 
given fo.r sheep <by Palsson. (1940) and for pigs by McMeekan (1940) o 

. c 
.’ Mention was ilcde that cclrcase’ measures are’ of ten used to 

describe form or. shape ,‘$hich is 
meat production, 

un important qu’ality. fsctor in 
tiilo superior to measurements on the live 

animal- which suffer from grave errors on; the score of repeatability, 
caraase ,measures are not .entirely satisfactory in .describing shape. 
since the quality .differences involved are not concerned with - ,‘. 

*plane surfaces, Since, also;’ we are- here’ concerned mainly with 1. 
r.elative differences in form, of animals, frequently differing in 
size, the camera is a useful device permitting comparison on a 
basis of. one standardised part. 1 Comparisons of animals scaled to 
the same ‘height at withers’ ‘for e8smple ‘provides a much better 
picture of relative-‘development than. .cofilp:lrisons on an actual size _, 
basis, Hammond has ,exploited this technique v&v fully and, pr’o- 
fitably in many publications, It is’ specially useful in demon- 
strating the rela-tive develqpment. of .early and late ‘developing 
parts; : 

.1, EXPERIMENTA&UERIAL: ( .’ 

costly, 
Work with cattle ,’ sheep and, pigs is slow, laborious ‘and 
Nonal ,populat,ions of stock are subject to%&ch .a high 

degree of variability that’ significant results can be obtaine’d - 
only by the use of large numbers of. animals and/or by fre.quent. 
replication when treatment ~differences are’ ‘small as .must often be 
the case, The literature abounds with examples of inconclusive .’ 
results in consequence 
material. 

of the masking. effect of variability in 
Apart from special. methods refer&d to later little 

can be’done, in experi;ne,nt:ll. d&sign to overco-de ,the difficulty.The 
usual methods. of Ibalancing’ experimental groups on a basis of 
Witeria such as breed, breeding, age, sex and live weight fre- 
quently.fai.1 to increase experimental precision’ to a.ny signifi&nt ,, 
degree (Dunlop - 1933; Voodtnan et al 
rule it pays to:-take such precau’tion” 

- 1936),,though as a general’ 

stock. 
3 when employing commercial 

/ ., 
. 

‘. The developmen’t of uniform stocks of animals by. inbreed- 
ing provides ‘a. po,ssible alt,ernl?tive.’ This ‘hpproach ‘Is being 
attempted by the writer with. b,oth pigs and sheep, 
securing un’iformity inbrcoding has 

As ‘a means of 
already been successfully ex- I 

ploited ‘in the rat (Wistsr Instit.;) and the. rabbit (HammondftThe ‘, 
experiments of ,the .writer’ with’ the Cambridge strain of inbred 
Large White. Pigs (McMeekan - 1940/41) ,are.promising; A potential .’ 
weakness is that results with inbred stock ~i&y not be applicable f 1 ” 
in precise terms to average populations. This, in some measure, I 
is also characteristic of tiny experimental~re’sults with any set . 
of animals since there is normally no certainty’that the’ stock 
used constitutes a random sample of the p,opulation. Rather is ’ 
the r everse likely to be the case, ‘since ev.ery effort.is usually 

.made to redcce variability characteristic of the population, by 
selection 00 a basis of the. criteria mentioned ‘above in; ‘balancing’ 
expsrimental groups; In any case.‘the criticism does not’hold 
so long ‘as inbred material is employed:.for the purpoee .of, enunciai ‘. 
ting.,general_ princibles, in determining the bn,ature and, t rend of 
specific treatment elfect$,r&ther than for the measurement of 
precise commercial or rield effects, ; . I ‘7’ 
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Another’ line of attack tiorth consideration i’s the use of 
laboratory animals. Though not employed as ‘yet in meat production 
studies in New. Zealand, such ::zateriai as “pointer’ animals holds 
definite promi se. Much wasteful experimentntion might be eliminat-- 
ed if experiments v’ere carried out first on. -the r’at or the rabbit 
in such a way as to point to .profituble work with larger species. ” 
As ,an example .the prelude .of the work of the writer. on the shape of ..’ : 
the growth curve as a ‘;najor. f,z:ctor ,in the form and composition. of 
the animal body (r\WJeekan - l940~41)“was that of Dunlop (1937.) on 
the relative growth of the rab’it’s ear; ’ . 

: .‘. :. 

111. DESIGN IN ‘EXPERILWJT: ,’ -. .-p_ +-,. 

The. aim of objective experiments is the, -attainmeht of 
clear ‘cut,. signif i’cant results in precise terms. -This can be se- 
cured only by suitable design. There is no doubt that much ab-ort- 
ive work has its origin in ill planned experiments. At one time’ 
there -was, perhaps s,ome excuse for this. Yihile cons’iderable- atten- ” 
tion, had been devoted to effective design in plant work,, ‘the : 
special problems of, animal eip.erimentation received,little. not,ice,, 
Of recent years, however, an extensive literature has developed 5 

on the subject' with- which it is i.ncumb,ent upon all workers - espec- 
ially thd.se responsible for administra,tive planning -, to become 
familiar.. . :_... . ’ ;.. 

,. : . .,t ’ 

Details of design will. necessarily vary with the nature ’ 

(’ 
‘of ‘the specific.’ prob’lems under attack:‘but the’ general form, .plan 
or layout of an experiment, should embody certain principles. .To 
secure the objective mentioned .above- - the attainment of- clear cut 
results in precise’ terms L any critical’objective experiment in 
meat production must be so. designed as to, permit .th,e application 
of recognised, t.ests of statistical significance to measured treat- 
ment :effects , preferably by the: analysi s of variance technique. 

, There still exists amongst New Zealand workers too little apprecia- 
tion of this fundamental requirement ;, there are too ‘many-of us 
who claim that if experimental results are not obviously clear cut 
they are of no practical significance and can therefore be ignored., 
This attitude would be roasonable’were it not .inevitably associated 
with poorly designod i!iethods of experimentation. Unfortunately,.- 
the great -bulk of factors involved ‘in +.mal production tend to be 
small in the individual but l’~.ge in their cumulative .a,nd .associa- 

- 
.: 

‘_ _ tive- effect ‘upon the anirm’lr ’ Thair investigation necessitates ,the 
use of small treatment ,diffcrences .and the employment of highly 
sensitive, designs which only an appreciation and application of 
s,tati stical methods can ,provid,e. In. ,this connection I would stress 

‘. that there is. no justification, ,for the ,common belief that an under- 
standing of ,the ‘idea and use of analysis o,f variance is beyond the 
comprehension of average intelligence. Research workers who re- 
fuse to familiarise themselves with its implicationsare running 
away from their jobs. ’ 

. . 

, 

The application of statistical principles to design in- 
VoiVes immediately considerations of .group, p,aired and individual 
feeding; of, tae number of animals’ re’quired; of the ‘number of ” 

:, 
‘. 

var iant.s per. .,experinient ; and of’ the extent of treatment differences. 
‘)_ .’ 

‘The. use of group feeding and management technique is 
suited only to. the coarser type ‘Iof’experiment where either treat- .; -. 
ment differences and/or number of animals are. large, ‘It i’s specia- ‘.. + 
lly unsuitable when mor,e than one’ factor or variable is involved., 
Most meat investigations .of necessity involve consideration of 
food consumption. The impossibility of controlling and me_asuring 
individual intake of group fed animals .-is the major drawback. to ] 
the- method, leading to marked lack of, sensitivity and the inability:, 
.to a&y the more:precise statistical. tests, In contrast, the in- :, : 
dividual feeding, system by permitting control of ‘intake;increases _, 
sen-sitivity appro’xituately four times, (Woodman et al - 1936). :.It ‘, 
further enables .the applidation of 8.’ r latin square’ or equ.ivalent 
desi n (see papers of Dunlop - 1933; Woodman.et al - 1936;McMeekan- 
1940 41; $ Verges’.- 1946) and permits of the simultanepus investi- 
gation of two ,or more fsctors, and the segregation of the individ,- II 
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ual and interac’tion effects’ t:?.ro~_:-gh tht: use of analysi,s of vari- 
ante and, co-variance. By’c:-~,~:,fuI. desi. gn animal experiment s’can be 
every’ bit as adpurate and socsi%ive as field plot’ trials in p&ant 
work; For ‘example Koodmar: ‘tit 31. (19136) obtained a standard error 

. per pig of 6,5 per cellt. of the mean and. the write’r- (1940) standard 
error as low. as 3:9~.per cent of the ,me~n - figures ,comparing more’ 
than favourably with- figures of 4 - 8 per cent for standard error 
er plot in modern ‘replicated experiments,.in agricultural .crops 

P Wishart and Saunders’ - ‘193;), 
-/ 

!. 
The. ‘paired system’ is spe’ciully suited to the -investi- 

gatipn ,of single factors and is ‘merely a specialised ad&ation oi 
the-‘individual method:.. _ .- ‘., 

.Despite: its disadvantages the group system has certain 
merits on practical grounds, since in the field, animals are fed 
as ,groups. Goodman (1937) for’ this ,reason suggests and uses the 
two In_ conjunction in all ,experiments with pigs. Carrel, Lush 
and Crampton(-1950) disc,uss fully the relative. merits of these 
three methods. 

Sum?na,rising the position it is suggested that the in- 
dividual method .should be employed .whenever critical work is re- 

., quired; where ,principlos rather” then purely practical objectives 
are sought; and’,where consgderations of material, labour, cost and 
time limit the :number ‘-,of animals, capable of being dealt with. The 
group system should be confin.ed to large scale field work; to 
checking up the results of the more precis’e laboratory method,and 
to conditioris where. cost consid,erations ari not aoute. 

Consi derat i.ons of nu-!lber.‘and selection of animals are of 
great importance.. The nu:ilber required per. treatment depends’ on 
two main faotors; th? variability in. th’e animals concerned and 
the &tent of the treatment differences to be employed; The 

'. former, as already sugqcsted, may be reduced .by inbreeding ,while 
extremes of treatment difference can be an ‘effective device in 
reduolng the number of animals per treatment, By’ the latin square’ 
design, by the use’ of inbred. materials and by the imposition .of ._ 
e’xtremes of, treatment difference, the writer has reduced, the 
number of animals per group to five and still obtained highly 
signifioant re’sults, (McMeekan - 1940/4l). This i,s about’ half 1 
‘that normally suggested as’ a minimum for. most .types of-.animal 
experiment s# Knowledge of statistfcal variantie of populations of 
stook under. test can be -‘employed to’ determine the number of such 
stock constituting a representative sample (Fisher - $934) provid- 
in& thereby a reliab,le estimate of the number, needed tid a guide 

‘to the most effective design, This device is tilso very useful 3.n 
determining the number of test animals ,for breeding experiment se 
For. example ; Lush (1936.) arrives at a figure of. four ‘pigs’ per 
litter as an effective sample , while McMehon (1940) suggests a 
.figure of ,seven ,progeny as.adequate to provide a sample of an 
individual ram’s, get,. Similar estimates are available in’ respect 
to .: dairy cattle ;. :-There is definite need for @ata on: normal vari- 

‘: antJe in stock populations in New Zealand as a guide, to’ experiment- 
al design,, .On the oelsotion side,, as already indicated,treatment’ 
groups are usually ‘balanced 1 ,for major variable factors as breed, 
breeding;, sex, initial’ live weights .and ,age,’ The importance Of 
some of these is.debatnble; In many cases an .insistence on their, 
inclusion as criteria_ in selecti,on and ‘balancing sombtJ.mes needy. 
lessly, complicates design and may react detrimentally upon, or 
.at least add ,_+ittle .to, the Sansitivity of certain’types of. experi-~ 
metie CWoodmq~ - 19%) ;. Par most. types of meat work, -however, es- 
pecially’when .oarried to. .the .post slaugi:tor stage ,. standardisation, 
forsex and breed is essential owing to: the ‘major effect of these 
two factors- on body f’orm’and composition’ (FilcMeekan -:1940/41; 
McMeekan and. Wallace, unpublished, and Verges - 19’49)) Dilfererhes 
in initial live weights can”ba adjusted by co-varihnoe providiw> 
the experimental,design’ permits the use,,of such technique, 
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Th’e number. of v,riLnts which may be successfully’ studied ‘. 
in the one experiment, fraquentljr causes :.trouble. The’ natural '. -; 
CbSire is to incorporate as many aspects as, possible. Where this :, 
results in imposing sub-treatments (which. also may be further sub- 
divided) upon.major treatment groups , we have a frequent cause of 
inconclusive.and wasted effort. This practice, .common at -most of 
our research- stations, ta justificble only, if the loss in. degrees 
Of freedom is compensated for by .adequate replication as is read- 
ily the ‘case in comprable plant work, ,SJnfortunately; the number 
Of animals which can be used in any one exPerimant, due to factors 
previously mentioned, seriously limits replicationpossibilities. 
In general it is the writer’s opinion that the complex animal 
experiment is nearly alwa’ys ‘a case of- ‘more haste less speed! and- 
that concentration on one mjaor factor at’a time is more.profit- 
able in the long run. A recent pig experiment reported from ,’ : ‘, 
Rothamstead provides an excellent example of multifactorial de- ;- 
sign -run riot. ??r!O 'or more factor .exp.eriments within’appropriate 
statistical designs are *justifiable if one is concerned with 
inter-action effedts. Some factors are complementary, others ‘. 
antagonistic in .their inter-action; Study of. their influence to- 
gether aswell as separately is often desirable. For example the -. 

,writer is at present involved in complicated inter-action’ relat- 
ionships between’.the influence of ,the sex glands and the shape of .: 
the’growth curve upon,‘.the body (McMeekan and Wallace - unpublish- : 
ed.) ,. : 

‘in’ respect to the number of, variants it should be un-.. _ 
necessary to, point out that in all objective e&erimentation it 
.‘is essential to eliminate the effect of all influendes possible ,’ -: _. 
save those under, study. ‘Yet a large, amount of meat investigation 
is carried out without the. standardisation of one of the major 
factors productive’,of differences ‘in body composition .i that Of 
final live or carcase weight. The relationship ,of growth changes 
to body structure insists upon this; all ‘work on meat animals 
of recent years. Stresses the.important infl,uences of weight per ‘. 
se upon the characters we are interested in; 

Fina&,t’here fs the major question of the extent of’ 
treatment dif-ferences which sh.ould ‘be applied, in experimental 
work. For reasons’which will be obvious from ,the’ foregoing gen- 
era1 arguments the writer inclines to the use of extreme treat- 
ments whenever possible and particular1.y ,where such, a t,echnique 
does not conflict violently with practical, -considerations,Though ‘. 
this view is often. challenged on.practical grounds, it is surely’ 
more. practical ‘to employ~methods whic,h will yeild conclusive 
results than to persist with methodsthat inevitably return, a 
verdict of’ ‘not proven’.. The device’ markedly increases sensit- 
ivity in a type of re,search work beset with difficulties. Even : 
though extreme treatments may be divorced somewhat from average 
field conditions it’ is more valuuble to ,know that, speoific 
factors have effects upon the animal than to be doubtful because 
of one’s ,inability to,demonstrate the fact experimentally, due 
to defects in t’e.chniqu.e; 

SUM&IARY: ‘In the execution of researdh,in meat production it is 

wed:- .,. : : . . 
.’ -. 

(1) mat the survey method has its major function as a 
guide to planned’ objective experimentation. , 

(2) That, car&se measurements, the validity of whiah has 
been estab&ished,on quantitative grounds, provide 
adgquate criteria for survey work and’for the evalu-.’ 
ation of treatment effeats ,in most .experimental, projectsr, 

‘, _,I 

(3) T&t the use ‘of -“samplB joints’ and ‘complete dis- 
section’ techniques for evaluating experiment?. &u&h, ” 
is essential to the more critical tYPe Of ~XsB8Epalns ‘.. 
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(5) 

(‘6). 

(7)’ 

(8) 

(9) 

That the difficulties associated -Ii.th experimental 
'material may be eased by the development of uniform 
strains of. animals by in,breeding and by the use of 
.suitable‘ lf+boratory animals;: 3 . . I 

That modern'principles of ktn‘cistics in relation to b 
experihental design must be employed in the planning 
of all'objective experiments if-maximum sensitivity 
and efficie'ncy is required. 

That the‘.individual feeding technique is essential to 
critical work', group' feeding having ,its 'plcce,,in larger 
scale field work, ‘>’ 

,.- 

That knowledge- of .population variance .is a necessary 
guide to planning experiments $nrespe.ct to both number' 
of nnima1.s required and general design. 

That the single- factor design'should be use&when 
treatment differences are small and when it is not. 
intended.to study. interaction effect-s: that complex .' 
eX.~eI$?EntS should be strenuously ovoidea except When 
trwt2bnt differences; are large and replioations adequate,, 

: 

That<tha,use of. lextremes'.' in treatment difference 
is a justifiable and valucible expe.rimental device' ..- ‘. 
contributing markedly to.sensit$vity and significance. p 
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